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Abstract

This paper demonstrates how several important results in environmental economics, true under mild
conditions in closed economies, are false or need serious amendment in a world with international trade in
goods. Since the results we highlight have framed much of the ongoing discussion and research on the
Kyoto protocol, our viewpoint from trade theory suggests a re-examination may be in order. Specifically,
we demonstrate that in an open trading world, but not in a closed economy setting: (1) unilateral emission
reductions by the rich North can create self-interested emission reductions by the unconstrained poor
South; (2) simple rules for allocating emission reductions across countries (such as uniform reductions) may
well be efficient even if international trade in emission permits is not allowed; and (3) when international
emission permit trade does occur it may make both participants in the trade worse off and increase global
emissions.
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1. Introduction

Although the debate over global warming has been very contentious, there is widespread
agreement among economists on the basic principles underlying the design of an effective treaty
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Every textbook on environmental economics points out that
rigid rules such as uniform reductions in emissions will be inefficient because marginal abatement
costs will vary across sources. Therefore, since carbon emissions are a uniformly mixed pollutant,
standard analysis suggests that introducing free trade in emission permits will minimize global
abatement costs and yield benefits to both buyers and sellers. And without universal participation
in the treaty, it is expected that any agreement to reduce emissions will be undermined by the free
rider problem as those countries outside the agreement increase their emissions in response to the
cutbacks of others.

These principles are not controversial because they follow quite naturally from well-known
theoretical results in environmental and public economics. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that while these results are true in a closed economy under mild conditions, they are
either false or need serious amendment in a world of open trading nations. Since the results we
highlight have framed much of the ongoing discussion and research on international
environmental agreements in general, and on the Kyoto protocol in particular, our new
viewpoint from trade theory suggests a re-examination may be in order.1

Specifically, we show that in an open trading world, but not in a closed economy setting:
unilateral emission reductions by a set of rich Northern countries can create self-interested
emission reductions by the unconstrained poor Southern countries; trade in emission permits may
not be necessary for the equalization of marginal abatement costs across countries; rigid rules for
emission cutbacks may well be efficient; countries holding large shares of emission permits may
have virtually no market power in the permit market; and emission permit trading may make both
participants to the trade worse off and increase global pollution. Every one of these results is
inimical to conventional theory in this area.

We develop these results in a perfectly competitive general equilibrium trade model that allows
for pollution. The model is static, productive factors are in inelastic supply, and emissions are a
global public bad. In short, the model is deliberately conventional.

The model has three key features. First, we allow for a large number of countries that differ in
their endowments of human capital. This is to rule out results that follow only from either the
smallness of numbers, or the symmetry of the set-up. For some of the analysis we group these
countries into an aggregate North (subject to emission limits and composed of both Eastern and
Western countries) and an aggregate South (not subject to limits). West is the most human capital
abundant and South the least.

Second, we allow for trade in both goods and emission permits across countries. Because one of
the primary concerns in the developed world is the competitiveness consequence of a unilateral
reduction in emissions, we need to address these concerns within a model allowing for goods
trade. And finally, since environmental quality is a normal good, we allow for an interaction
1For a summary of the Kyoto protocol and the estimated economic impacts on the U.S. see the U.S. Administration’s

Economic Analysis [35]. Included is a list of countries pledged to cut emissions (by an average of 5%), the likely cost to

the U.S. (.1% of GDP), and the time frame for the cuts (2008–2012).
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between real income levels and environmental policy. This link is important in that it generates an
endogenous distribution of willingness to pay for emission reductions that will differ across
countries, and allows for trading interactions to give rise to further feedback effects on emissions
levels.

Within this context, we start by providing a simple decomposition of a country’s best response
to a change in rest-of-world emissions into a free riding effect, carbon leakage (a substitution
effect), and an income effect. Using this decomposition, we investigate whether unilateral emission
reductions by one group of countries will lead to emission increases elsewhere. The almost
universal assumption in the literature is that home and rest-of-world emissions are strategic
substitutes, and indeed this is true under mild conditions in our model in autarky. But we show
that in an open economy, home and foreign emissions may well be strategic complements. That is,
leadership by one group of countries in lowering emissions may create endogenous and self-
interested emissions reductions in unconstrained countries. International trade fundamentally
alters the strategic interaction among countries over emission levels.

Next, we show how a wide range of treaty-imposed emission reduction rules (such as uniform
reductions across countries) can yield a globally efficient allocation of abatement when there is
free trade in goods. Such rules are almost never efficient in autarky. This result implies that with
free trade in goods, there are an infinite number of ways to cut back on emissions efficiently,
whereas in autarky there was but one. Consequently, negotiations can alter the initial allocation
of permits to meet distributional concerns, to ensure participation of reluctant countries, or to
satisfy political constraints. Free trade in goods will then ensure an efficient allocation of
abatement, for the same reasons that free trade in goods can lead to a convergence of factor prices
across countries. Moreover, when this occurs, we show how free trade in goods eliminates market
power (at the margin) in the permit market.

Finally, when trade in goods alone cannot equalize marginal abatement costs, we show that
while permit trade can play a role in minimizing the global costs of emission cutbacks, it also
brings consequences not present in autarky. We illustrate how the welfare effects of permit trade
now depend not only on the direct gains from permit trade, but also on the induced change in the
world terms of trade for goods, and on any resulting change in emission levels in the
unconstrained countries. We then demonstrate that these additional terms can be important. For
example, we show that even if a permit-buying region receives all of the direct benefits of permit
trade by buying permits at the seller’s reservation price, the buyer may still lose from the resulting
terms of trade deterioration. As well, permit trade between two regions can lead to a terms of
trade deterioration for both the buyer and seller and may raise emission levels in unconstrained
countries, harming both parties to the permit trade. We have no wish to argue against emission
permit trade. Our sole purpose is to demonstrate that the positive and normative consequences of
emission permit trade differ greatly in open and closed economies.

The literature on global pollution abatement has proceeded in several directions. First are a
large number of studies that employ computable general equilibrium models to examine the
impact of unilateral or multilateral cuts on emission levels, GDP and consumption
[32,48,49,44,20,19]. These studies typically assume environmental policy is fixed.2 This rules out
an interaction between environmental policy, real income levels and relative prices. CGE
2An exception is Perroni and Wigle [43] but they are not concerned with global warming.
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simulations do, however, typically cover vast stretches of time over which the per capita incomes
of developing countries will likely quadruple. As a result, their per capita income levels will easily
exceed those of some countries already committed to emission limits. Consequently, our approach
that explicitly allows for endogenous policy may provide a useful complement to these earlier
analyses.3

In addition, CGE models in this literature typically offer a very detailed model of the energy
sector, but a relatively restrictive model of trading interactions. This approach is very useful in
highlighting the importance of substitutability between fuel types in the adjustment to emission
reductions, but it has tended to make almost invisible the role international trade can play in
meeting abatement targets. One way to meet an emissions target is to substitute among fuel types
for a given slate of domestic production. Another method is to alter the mix of domestic
production by substituting towards goods with a lower energy intensity and importing energy
intensive goods from countries with less binding emission constraints.4 It is exactly this margin of
adjustment that generates a tendency towards equalizing marginal abatement costs worldwide via
goods trade alone.

The public economics and environmental economics literatures have also considered some of
the issues we address but typically within models containing one private good, one public good,
and no international trade [4,9,28,47]. This literature highlights the strategic interaction among
nations, the possibility of coalition formation, and the extent of free riding. However, given the
absence of goods trade in these models, there are no linkages via world product markets to allow
for goods trade to equalize marginal abatement costs. And as well, without goods trade, there are
no terms of trade effects. As we show, this then implicitly imposes the assumption that domestic
and foreign emissions are strategic substitutes, and it also rules out the possibility that terms of
trade effects may undermine the direct benefits of permit trade.

Finally, there is a literature in international trade examining the links between trading regimes
and environmental outcomes. Much of that literature focuses on domestic pollution,5 and has
demonstrated how substitution and income effects influence the response of domestic pollution to
changes in the trade regime. In contrast, this paper focuses on global pollution and shows how
trade-induced substitution and income effects influence a country’s response to foreign emission
reductions. Those papers which do consider the interaction between trade and global pollution
have focussed on different issues than we do here. Markusen [38], Ludema and Wooton [36] and
Copeland [11] consider second best optimal trade and pollution policy in the presence of global
pollution; and Copeland and Taylor [13] and Rauscher [45] study the effects of goods trade
liberalization on global pollution levels. However, these papers but do not consider the role of
income effects in the optimal response to unilateral foreign emission reductions, nor do they
consider the interaction between goods trade and permit trade.6
3Recent empirical work by Grossman and Krueger [25], Antweiler et al. [2] and others suggests a strong link between

income and the demand for environmental quality. In fact, there is a strong cross-country link between the cuts agreed

to in the Kyoto protocol and per capita income levels. See Fig. 1 in Frankel [21]. Each 1% increase in per capita income

is associated with a 0.1% greater emission reduction from business as usual.
4For examples of recent CGE work see the Energy Journal’s 2000 special Kyoto issue.
5See for example, [10,14,17].
6Copeland and Taylor [13] briefly consider permit trade, but not in the context of an environmental agreement. They

allow each country to print as many permits as it wants.
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While our results are in most cases significant departures from the conventional wisdom in both
public and environmental economics, we owe a large intellectual debt to earlier work in trade
theory. Indeed, one of our primary objectives in writing this paper is to convince the reader that
some of the major insights from simple general equilibrium models used in international trade
theory have important implications for environmental economics. Some of our results echo classic
results in the trade literature where terms of trade effects lead to surprising results when capital is
mobile across countries. Important antecedents include Markusen and Melvin [40], Brecher and
Choudri [6], and Grossman [24]; although our results differ somewhat from standard results on
factor mobility since emissions are a factor in variable supply (unlike the fixed world capital stock
in these models), and emissions are a global public bad (again unlike capital). As well, while the
mechanism responsible for equalizing marginal abatement costs across countries is simple and
classic—it is present in the work of Samuelson [46] on factor price equalization and Mundell [42]
on the substitutability of factor movements for goods trade—its role in maintaining production
efficiency along a carbon reduction trajectory is novel.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets out the basic model. Section 3 considers
autarky and illustrates free riding. Section 4 examines the impact of unilateral reductions and
introduces both carbon leakage and the income effect. Section 5 considers whether cutbacks will
lead to different marginal abatement costs across countries, while Section 6 deals with trade in
emission permits. Section 7 integrates our results from Sections 4–6 to present our overall view
from a trade theory perspective. Section 8 sums up our work.
2. The model

We adapt a standard 2 good, 2 factor, K-country general equilibrium trade model to
incorporate pollution emissions. Pollution is treated as a pure global public bad that lowers utility
but has no deleterious effects on production. There are two goods, X and Y, and one primary
factor, human capital (h), which is inelastically supplied. Endowments of human capital vary
across countries, but tastes and technologies are identical across countries.7

Pollution emissions are modeled as a productive factor in elastic supply. Although emissions
are an undesirable joint product of output, our treatment is equivalent if there exists an abatement
technology that consumes economic resources.8 The strictly concave, constant returns to scale
technologies are given by

X ¼ f ðhx; zxÞ; Y ¼ gðhy; zyÞ; ð1Þ

where hi represents human capital allocated to industry i, zi denotes emissions generated by
industry i, f and g are increasing in both h and z, and z and h are essential for production. We
assume that X (the dirty good) is always more pollution intensive than Y (the clean good). We let
the clean good be the numeraire and denote the price of X by p.
7Introducing North–South differences in technology will have little impact on our results.
8For example if pollution is proportional to output, but factors can be allocated to abating pollution, then (under

certain regularity conditions) we can invert the abatement production function and write output as a function of

pollution emissions and total factor use. See the appendix of Copeland and Taylor [12].
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Tastes over private goods are assumed to be quasiconcave, homothetic and weakly separable
across the set of private goods and the public bad (emissions). Weak separability is a common
assumption in the public economics literature as is homotheticity in the trade literature. Given
homotheticity, we can without loss of generality represent tastes across private goods with a
linearly homogenous sub-utility function denoted q(x, y). Utility of the representative consumer in
country k is then given by

uk ¼ uðqðx; yÞ;ZÞ; ð2Þ

where Z ¼
Pk

k¼1zK is world emissions and u is strictly increasing and strictly quasi-concave in q
and �Z. We assume that X and Y are both essential goods in consumption.
2.1. Private sector behavior

Governments move first and set national pollution quotas. Pollution targets in any country are
implemented with a marketable permit system: the government of country ‘‘k’’ issues zk pollution
permits, each of which allows a local firm to emit one unit of pollution. Permits are auctioned off
to firms, and all revenues are redistributed lump sum to consumers. We denote the market price of
pollution permits by t:

Given goods prices p, and the government’s allocation of pollution permits, profit-maximizing
firms maximize the value of national income and, hence, implicitly solve:

Gðp; h; zÞ ¼ max
x;y

pX þ Y : ðX ;Y Þ 2 Yðh; zÞ
� �

;

where Yðh; zÞ is the strictly convex technology set. G(p, h, z) has all the standard properties of a
national income function (see [18,50]). It is increasing in p, h and z; convex in prices; concave in
factor endowments (h and z); and linearly homogenous in both factor endowments and product
prices. For given prices, p, the value of a pollution permit can be obtained as

t ¼ @Gðp; h; zÞ=@z � Gz; ð3Þ

which represents the private sector’s demand for pollution emissions. Output supplies can be
obtained by differentiating with respect to product prices.

Consumers maximize utility given prices and pollution levels. Let Ik denote national income of
country k. Then, given our assumptions that preferences over private goods are homothetic and
separable from environmental quality, the indirect utility function corresponding to (2) for a
representative consumer in country k can be written as:

uk ¼ uðIk=FðpkÞ;ZÞ � uðRk;ZÞ; ð4Þ

where FðpÞ is the true price index for the private goods (and depends only on the parameters in the
goods subutility function q(x, y)), and R ¼ I=FðpÞ represents ‘‘real income’’. Since national
income is given by G, we can write the real income function as:

Rðp; h; z;TÞ ¼
Gðp; h; zÞ þ T

FðpÞ
; ð5Þ
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where for future reference, we have allowed for the possibility of an exogenous lump sum transfer
T (measured in terms of the numeraire) to country k from the rest of the world. The benefits of
assuming separability and homotheticity are now apparent. The government’s problem in
choosing pollution is simplified to trading off increases in real income R against a worsened
environment Z.
3. Autarky

We abstract from income distribution issues and assume that governments adopt policies that
are in the best interests of their representative citizen. This allows for a direct comparison between
our results and those in the existing public and environmental economics literature. We consider a
non-cooperative Nash equilibrium where each government chooses its pollution target zk to
maximize the utility of its representative consumer, treating pollution in the rest of the world as
fixed. For a typical country k, the problem becomes:

max
zk

fuðRk;ZÞ : Rk ¼ ½Gðpk; hk; zkÞ þ T 
=FðpkÞ;Z ¼ Z�k þ zkg; ð6Þ

where Z�k is pollution from the rest of the world.
The first order condition for this problem is given by

uRRz þ uRRppz þ uz ¼ 0: ð7Þ

We can simplify this by noting from (5) that

Rp ¼ ½Gp � FpðG þ TÞ=F
=F ¼ �m=F; ð8Þ

where m denotes net imports of the dirty good, and where we have used Hotelling’s Lemma and
Roy’s identity. Since in autarky, imports are zero, (7) can be rewritten as

RZ ¼ �uZ=uR � MDðR;ZÞ; ð9Þ

which simply requires that the marginal benefit of polluting (the increase in real income generated
by allowing firms to pollute more) be equal to the marginal damage from polluting in terms of real
income (the marginal rate of substitution between environmental damage and real income). We
denote marginal damage by the function MD.

An illuminating representation of (9) can obtained by using (3) and (5):

t ¼ �uz=uI ;

where uz/uI is marginal damage measured in terms of the numeraire good. That is, we obtain the
standard result that the government chooses the level of pollution emissions so that the
equilibrium permit price is equal to the marginal damage from polluting.

The optimum is illustrated in Fig. 1 (for the case where T=0). Real income is on the vertical
axis and world emissions on the horizontal axis. Indifference curves slope upward since emissions
are harmful, and they are convex since the utility function is quasi-concave. To plot real income as
a function of world emissions, note that if country k does not pollute at all, then world emissions
are Zo, and at this point country k real income is zero, since we have assumed that emissions are
an unavoidable aspect of production. As country k increases its emissions, real income begins to
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rise, yielding the concave function Ro as illustrated.9 Consequently the domestic optimum is at
point A, where the indifference curve is tangent to the income constraint. This corresponds to
condition (9). World emissions at this point are ZA, with domestic emissions given by the gap
zk=ZA–Zo.
3.1. Free riding

We can now examine country k’s response to changes in rest-of-world emissions. Starting from
an initial optimum at A, a fall in rest-of-world emissions shifts country k’s real income frontier to
the left as shown. The slope of the real income frontier is unaffected and the economy moves to B

where country k emits more, but total world emissions have fallen.10

Proposition 1. Suppose there is no international trade. If the environment is a normal good, domestic
and foreign emissions are strategic substitutes; that is, any country’s best response to rest-of-world

emissions is negatively sloped. Nevertheless, unilateral emission reductions in one or more countries
lead to a fall in global pollution.

Proof. See Appendix.11 &

The intuition behind the result is straightforward. Rest-of-world emission reductions create a
welfare gain for country k, and consumers will want to allocate some of this gain to private goods
consumption. To do this, country k’s regulators translate the gift of a cleaner environment into
real goods by emitting more pollution. This is the free rider effect in Fig. 1.
9Concavity is proven in an appendix that is available online as a supplement to this paper through http://

www.aere.org/journal/index.html.
10For a similar result within a partial equilibrium setting see Chapter 6 of Cornes and Sandler [15].
11Proofs of all the propositions in this article are provided in an appendix that is available online as a supplement to

the paper through http://www.aere.org/journal/index.html.

http://www.aere.org/journal/index.html
http://www.aere.org/journal/index.html
http://www.aere.org/journal/index.html
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4. Free riding, carbon leakage and income effects

We now turn to the effects of emission reductions in the presence of international trade. Much
of the discussion of the role of goods trade in the Kyoto protocol concerns the impact of emission
cutbacks on carbon leakage. Carbon leakage occurs when non-participant countries increase their
dirty goods production (and emissions) in response to price effects created by cutbacks elsewhere.
A commonly cited estimate is that carbon leakage will offset 25% of the original cut in Annex I
countries. This suggests that unilateral emission cutbacks in an open economy must then be
doubly deleterious, as both free riding and carbon leakage would combine to raise emissions
elsewhere. For example, one prominent researcher in this area, Scott Barrett, sums up the
prevailing view this way:

Free-riding will be exacerbated by a different but related problem: leakage. If a group of
countries reduce their emissions, world prices will change. Comparative advantage in the
pollution-intensive industries will shift to the non-participating countries. These countries will
thus increase their output-and increase their emissions, too—as a direct consequence of the
abatement undertaken by participating countries. An effective climate change agreement must
plug this leak. (Barrett [5])

In this section, we show that once we examine the full implications of both endogenous policy
(which is necessary for free riding) and endogenous world prices (which is necessary for carbon
leakage), there are additional substitution and income effects that affect the policy response and
which were unaccounted for in conventional analyses.12 Once we factor these new motives into
our calculus, the strategic interaction between countries becomes far richer.13

We begin by decomposing the impact of a fall in rest-of-world emissions on country k emissions
into three types of effects: free riding, substitution effects (which includes carbon leakage), and
income effects. The first order condition for emissions in free trade has the same form as (7), with
p interpreted as the world price. Assuming that country k is a price taker in world markets, we
have pz=0, and hence (7) reduces to (9).14 Although the conditions determining pollution in trade
12The results in this section are driven by the income and substitution effects in the demand for environmental quality

that are induced by the change in world prices caused by changes in rest-of world-emissions. Previous work has

investigated the role of changes in world prices on the optimal level of domestic emissions in the context of local

pollution. See for example: Copeland and Taylor [12,14] and Dean [17].
13Income and substitution effects play a role in previous studies of global pollution with exogenous policy since they

determine, for example, how price changes affect the demand for carbon-intensive goods. This is part of the standard

analysis of carbon leakage. Our focus on income and substitution effects in the demand for environmental quality

introduces a different channel for price changes to affect the strategic interaction between countries.
14That is, we assume that policymakers in our small countries do not attempt to manipulate their terms of trade via

emissions choice, but retain their incentive to control emissions levels. This may be justified as follows. Start with a

world where there are just two countries (taking up a relatively small amount of the world’s land), and suppose that

these countries abate emissions. Now let the number of such countries grow. Then one can show that as the number of

countries gets large, the effect of changes in their emissions on their terms of trade goes to zero, while the effect of

changes in their emissions on marginal damage does not go to zero. This is because a country’s marginal impact on

world prices is a function of its share of world output (which gets small), while the marginal cost of extra emissions

depends on the total quantity of world emissions (since this determines marginal damage). A proof of this result, within

a specific context, is given in Copeland and Taylor [13] (see footnote 25 in particular, and note that the result would also
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and autarky have the same form, note that goods prices are determined by domestic demand and
supply in autarky, but by the rest of the world in free trade. Hence the solution to its optimization
problem (6) in free trade can be written as

zk ¼ zkðZ�k; p;TÞ:

That is, the domestic country’s optimal emissions level depends on rest-of world emissions,
goods prices p, and any income transfers T. To determine the effect of a change in rest-of-world
emissions, we differentiate with respect to Z�k to obtain:

dzk

dZ�k

¼
@zk

@Z�k

þ
@zk

@p

dp

dZ�k

: ð10Þ

As well as the direct strategic effect (@zk=@Z�k), which we analyzed in autarky, there is also the
impact of the change in world goods prices induced by the change in rest-of-world emissions,
captured by the second term above. The price change term, in turn, can be decomposed into
substitution and income effects; and using this in (10) yields our decomposition:

Proposition 2. In free trade, country k’s best response to a cut in rest-of-world emissions reflects the
relative strength of free riding, substitution, and income effects:

dzk

dZ�k

¼
@zk

@Z�k

þ
@zk

@p

����
u

�
@zk

@T
m

� �
dp

dZ�k

: ð11Þ

Proof. See Footnote 11. &

We refer to the first term on the right-hand side of (11) as the free rider effect, and the next two
terms as the substitution and income effects, respectively. We illustrate them with the aid of Fig. 2,
which assumes that country k is a dirty good exporter. Initially, rest-of-world emissions are Zo.
The corresponding real income frontier is R(po,Zo) and the initial domestic optimum at point A.15

A reduction in rest-of-world emissions to Z1 in free trade both shifts the real income frontier to
the left and change its slope (as we explain below), yielding the new real income frontier R(p1,Z1)
and a new domestic optimum at point D.

The free rider effect is the pure strategic effect of the foreign emission reduction, holding the
world price p constant, and is illustrated in Fig. 2 as the movement from A to B. If we hold the
world price p fixed, the fall in foreign emissions from Zo to Z1 shifts the real income frontier to the
left from R(po, Zo) to R(po, Z1). Along this frontier, home chooses B, which corresponds to an
(footnote continued)

hold even if the marginal disutility of pollution were constant). This approach (replicating both agents and

endowments) is frequently used in the analysis of public goods provision in large economies (see for example, Andreoni

[1]). For an alternative approach to modeling large economies see Karp [33].
15In free trade, the real income frontier is still concave, but contains a linear segment. This corresponds to the range

of emission levels for which the economy is fully diversified and produces both goods. The slope of the real income

frontier is given by Rz ¼ t=FðpÞ: If both goods are produced, factor prices ðw; tÞ are completely determined by the zero

profit conditions: cxðw; tÞ ¼ p and cyðw; tÞ ¼ 1; and so t does not vary with z if a country is small. When emissions z are

either very high or very low the economy specializes in either X or Y, and the real income frontier becomes strictly

concave because of diminishing returns.
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increase in its emissions (since zk
B ¼ ZB � Z14ZA � Zo ¼ zk

A). To sign this effect, differentiate (9)
with respect to Z

�k
, holding p constant, to obtain:

@zk

@Z�k

¼ �
MDz

D
o0; ð12Þ

where D ¼ MDz þ MDRRz � Rzz40: As in autarky, the free-rider effect raises emissions.
Next, consider the price change induced by the foreign emission reduction. This induces both

substitution and income effects. To solve for substitution effects, differentiate (9) with respect to
p, holding utility constant:16

@zk

@p

����
u

¼
Rzp

D
¼

t
pDF

½�tp � yxc 
; ð13Þ

where �tp ¼ pGzp=t is the elasticity of producer demand for emissions t with respect to p, and
yxc ¼ pxc=ðG þ TÞo1 is the share of spending on X. The two terms in (13) reflect substitution
effects in production and consumption, respectively.

The substitution effect in production is positive if the economy is diversified. This captures the
standard carbon leakage effect: an increase in the price of the dirty good shifts out producers’
demand for emissions and induces the economy to generate more pollution. On the other hand,
the substitution effect in consumption is negative. As p rises, consumers would like to substitute
towards environmental quality, which has become relatively cheaper. The government responds
by tightening environmental policy and reducing emissions. The strength of this substitution effect
depends on the share of the dirty good in consumption spending (yxco1).

The substitution effect in consumption always works against carbon leakage, but as long
as the dirty good is produced, the carbon leakage effect dominates because �tpX14yxcU

17
16We allow for a hypothetical change in income to ensure consumers stay on the same indifference curve.
17If the economy is diversified, then �tp41 follows from the magnification effect of the Stolper–Samuelson theorem

(see [31]). If the economy is specialized in X, then �tp ¼ 1:
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This leads the domestic country to substitute towards more emissions as the price of the
dirty good rises. If instead the economy is specialized in the clean good, then there is no carbon
leakage effect, leaving only the substitution effect in consumption, which tends to reduce
pollution.

The net substitution effect is illustrated in Fig. 2. An increase in the price of the dirty good
makes the real income frontier steeper for a dirty good exporter, yielding the new frontier
R(p1, Z1).18 To isolate the substitution effects, we take the new frontier, and eliminate the real
income gain due to the price change by shifting the frontier vertically downward until we obtain
the hypothetical (thin dashed-line) frontier Rs which is tangent to the indifference curve Us at
point C.19 The movement along the indifference curve from B to C is the pure substitution effect
of the price change, which, as noted above reflects the dominance of carbon leakage. In Fig. 2, the
substitution effect yields ZC–ZB additional units of emissions.

Finally, the price change that created carbon leakage also raises real income for a dirty good
exporter. The pure income effect of the price change is the movement from C to D. Because
environmental quality is a normal good, country k emissions must fall via the income effect (from
ZC to ZD in Fig. 2) and from (9) we have

�
@zk

@T
m ¼

MDR

FðpÞD
mo0 if mo0: ð14Þ

Conversely, for a dirty good importer (m40), an increase in the price of the dirty good lowers
real income, and the income effect tends to increase emissions.

Combining the terms in (11), it is clear that country k’s response to a rest-of-world emission
reduction is ambiguous in trade, whereas it was unambiguously positive in autarky. The reason is
simply that the same change in world prices that creates a substitution effect on the production
side (carbon leakage) also creates an income effect and a substitution effect on the consumption
side as well. As a result, it is possible in trade—but not in autarky—that South may lower
emissions in the face of unilateral Northern cuts.

4.1. Conditions for strategic complements

Notice that in Fig. 2, the domestic country’s emissions have fallen in response to the foreign
cutback since domestic emissions are zk

D ¼ ZD � Z1oZA � Zo ¼ zk
A: To determine when this can

occur, we compare the strength of the three effects:20
18Real income rises for a dirty good exporter and falls for a dirty good importer, and so the new real income frontier

must intersect the old one, as illustrated (since the country is a dirty good importer for low zk and a dirty good exporter

for high zk).
19We have only drawn the upper part of this frontier to avoid clutter.
20Cornes and Sandler [15, chapter 8] demonstrates that with an impure public good and sufficient complementarity

between the public good and one of the private goods, an agent may view others’ contributions to the public good as a

strategic complement. Our result here is entirely different: the public good (the environment) and other goods are

substitutes, and trade introduces asymmetries across agents so that some agents view contributions by others as

strategic substitutes while others view them as strategic complements.
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Proposition 3. With free trade in goods, if foreign emission cutbacks raise the price of the dirty good,

then country k will view rest-of-world emissions as a strategic complement if

ðyx�MD;R þ yxcÞj�p;z�k
j4�tpj�p;z�k

j þ �MD;z; ðC1Þ

where �MD;zX0 and �MD;R40 are the elasticities of marginal damage with respect to emissions and

real income, respectively; yx ¼ �pm=G is the share of exports of X in income (this is negative if X is
imported); and �p;z�k

o0 is the elasticity of the price of the dirty good with respect to a change in rest-
of-world emissions.

Proof. Follows from (11). &

The left side of (C1) captures the combined income and substitution effect in the demand for
environmental quality created by the change in world prices. The substitution effect tends to lower
emissions; the sign of the income effect depends on the pattern of trade. The right side of (C1)
consists of the carbon leakage and free rider effects, both of which tend to increase pollution.
Whether emissions rise or fall depends on both the magnitude of the various elasticities, and the
pattern of production and trade. For a diversified or specialized dirty good exporter, income
effects must be significant for emissions to fall.21 For a specialized dirty good importer, income
effects must be small for emissions to fall. To see this, consider the case where country k is
specialized in production and marginal damage is insensitive to changes in aggregate emissions
(i.e., MDz=0). Then we have:

Corollary 3.1. Suppose country k is specialized in producing only one good in trade, marginal

damage does not vary with emissions (i.e., MDz=0), and a rest-of-world cutback raises the world
price of the dirty good, dp/dZ�ko0. Then:
(i)
21

best

wor

equi

and

(rela

that

our
If mð�MD;R � 1Þo0; country k and rest-of-world emissions are strategic complements;

(ii)
 If mð�MD;R � 1Þ40; country k and rest-of-world emissions are strategic substitutes.
With MDz=0, there is no free rider effect. For a dirty good exporter (mo0) specialized in X

production, domestic and foreign emissions are strategic complements if the income elasticity of
marginal damage with respect to emissions is greater than 1. In contrast, for a dirty good importer
specialized in clean good production, domestic and foreign emissions are strategic complements if
the income elasticity of marginal damage with respect to emissions is less than 1. This is because if
the country is specialized in clean good production, then as discussed above, there is no carbon
leakage. And if the income effect is weak, then the substitution effect in consumption dominates
the income effect, and emissions fall in response to the foreign cutback. In this case, domestic and
Because we are considering the effects of exogenous changes in rest-of-world emission levels on a given country’s

response, we have not explicitly analyzed the properties of the global Nash equilibrium in emissions. However, it is

th noting that the conditions for strategic complements can be consistent with the conditions for stability of a Nash

librium in emissions. This is discussed briefly in the appendix where we make use of a stability result due to Zhang

Zhang [51]. Strategic complements requires that dzk/dZ�k40, and stability requires that dzk/dZ�k be not too large

tive to the aggregate best response of the rest of the world to changes in country k’s emissions). As well, we note

our assumptions do not rule out the possibility of multiple Nash equilibria. However, we do not pursue this here as

objective is to simply analyze the optimal response to an exogenous change in rest-of-world emissions.
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foreign emissions are also strategic complements, but for entirely different reasons than for a dirty
good exporter.

Therefore while Fig. 2 shows how dirty good exporters may reduce emissions because of strong
income effects, the key to the possibility of strategic complements is that international markets
create asymmetries across countries that did not exist in autarky. Consequently, whenever
cutbacks affect world prices, international trade will introduce striking possibilities not present in
autarky. For example, if income effects are strong and if South is a dirty good exporter, then when
North cuts unilaterally, South benefits from a positive terms of trade effect. If (C1) holds,
Southern emissions will fall. In contrast, under these same conditions, if South cuts emissions,
then North suffers from a terms of trade loss and raises its emissions. In this case, the asymmetry
introduced by a natural trading pattern suggests that the North can play an important leadership
role in emission reductions.

While the strength of these endogenous policy responses is unclear, it is important to recognize
that free riding is itself an endogenous policy response. And while the slow graduation of
developing countries into the emission-cutting Annex I group may seem unlikely at present, it is
unwise to rule out such possibilities a priori especially when the policy experiment under
consideration involves extremely large time horizons and potentially large changes in income. At
the very least, the inclusion of the additional substitution effect in consumption always works to
dampen potential increases in emissions in unconstrained countries, while the income effect in
turn dampens carbon leakage in dirty good exporters.
5. Emission reductions and efficiency

International environmental agreements often exhibit rigid burden-sharing formulas such as
equiproportionate reductions in pollutants. This feature is present in the Kyoto Protocol where
industrialized countries face roughly similar percentage reductions in emissions. An almost
universal critique of these agreements by economists is that emission cutbacks following rigid
rules are not cost minimizing. For example, one prominent researcher in this area, Michael Hoel,
sums up the prevailing view this way:

International cooperation often takes the form of an agreement among cooperating countries
to cut back on emissions by some uniform percentage compared with a specific base year.
However, it is well-known from environmental economics that equal percentage reductions of
emissions from different sources produces an inefficient outcome because the same
environmental goals can be achieved at lower costs through a different distribution of
emission reductionsy This is true whether ‘sources’ are interpreted as different firms or
consumers within a country, or as different countries...Uniform percentage reductions are
therefore not a cost-efficient way to achieve our environmental goal. (Hoel [29, pp. 94–95])

In this section we demonstrate that the equiproportionate rule and many other rigid rules will
often be efficient in a world with free international trade in goods, even if there is no provision for
international trade in emission permits. In contrast, such rules are almost never efficient in
autarky. Therefore, free trade in goods makes it much easier to design an international
environmental treaty leading to an efficient allocation of abatement globally.
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The results in this section are driven by the substitutability between trade in final goods and
trade in factors [42].22 Unlike the previous section, we treat pollution policy as exogenous, since
we are considering the adjustment to treaty-imposed emission reductions.
5.1. Autarky

We start by demonstrating the inefficiency of such rules in autarky. Suppose there is a binding
global treaty fixing total global emissions. Since all countries are by assumption part of the global
treaty, this effectively eliminates the unconstrained South from our analysis. To proceed, we
divide the constrained countries into two regions: East and West. East and West are each
composed of any number of identical countries, with regions differing in only their levels of
human capital.23 West has greater human capital than East and we indicate Eastern variables with
an asterisk (*) when necessary. Our main result in this section is that if there is no free trade in
goods, then arbitrary allocations of permits across countries will almost always yield an outcome
below the Pareto frontier.

We first find the Pareto frontier. To find the set of efficient permit allocations in autarky, a
planner chooses the allocation of permits across countries, and uses international lump sum
transfers to satisfy distributional concerns. For any weight l on West’s utility, the planner solves:

max
z;T

lu
I

FðpÞ
;Z

� �
þ ð1 � lÞu

I

FðpÞ
;Z

� �	

s:t: Z ¼ z þ z; I ¼ Gðp; h; zÞ � T ; I ¼ Gðp; h; zÞ þ T



; ð15Þ

where 0olo1: The first order conditions for this problem imply:

l
@u=@R

FðpÞ
¼ ð1 � lÞ

@u=@R

FðpÞ
; ð16Þ

@Gðp; h; zÞ

@z
¼

@Gðp; h; zÞ

@z
: ð17Þ

The first condition, (16), requires equalization of the shadow value of income across regions
given the weights placed on each region’s welfare. The second condition requires that general
equilibrium marginal abatement costs be equalized across regions.24
22In some models of trade, such as those with increasing returns to scale or technology differences, it is possible for

trade in goods and factors to be complements [39], in which case the interaction between goods trade and permit trade is

more complex than discussed here. Our goal is to simply point out that trade in goods can make permit demands more

elastic and that this has important implications for conventional results in environmental economics. An empirical

assessment of the costs of adjusting to emission reductions should therefore consider estimates of the substitutability

between goods trade and permit trade.
23The case with K heterogeneous countries is algebraically intensive and leads to no new insights. When we consider

permit trade in the next section, we will reintroduce the unconstrained South.
24Recall qG/qz is the general equilibrium demand for emissions—or in the parlance of environmental economics, the

marginal abatement cost. These first order conditions are sufficient given the concavity of the objective function and

also render unique solutions under standard conditions.
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Fig. 3. Marginal abatement cost curves and efficiency.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the efficient allocation of total emissions Z (ignore for the moment the dashed
lines MACT and MAC*T). We have normalized the width of the graph to 1, and plotted the
marginal abatement cost curves from (17); these autarky curves are labeled MACA and MAC*A.
The intersection of these curves at B determines the efficient shares of emissions allocated to West
(SB), and East (1�SB).

Given our assumptions on preferences and technology, the intersection at B is unique, and
moreover, because G is homogeneous of degree 1 in (h, z) we can write (17) as

@Gðp; h=z; 1Þ

@z
¼

@Gðp; h=z; 1Þ

@z
: ð18Þ

The solution to (18) requires identical relative factor supplies (h/z=h*/z*) across regions. To
see this, note that since we have identical homothetic tastes over consumption goods and identical
technologies, then if h/z=h*/z*, goods prices are the same across regions (p=p*); and hence h/
z=h*/z* must solve (18). Thus we conclude that for efficiency, West’s share of permits S(Z) must
be equal to its share of human capital:

SðZÞ ¼
h

h þ h : ð19Þ

What is striking about this rule is that for any level of world emissions Z, there is only one
efficient allocation of emissions across countries, regardless of the weight l placed on West in the
solution to the planner’s Problem (15). Efficiency requires that we distribute permits to ensure that
countries are at most scalar multiples of each other. Movements along the Pareto frontier require
adjustments in lump sum transfers alone. Any attempt to address distributional issues by
reallocating emission permits will be inefficient. To sum up, we have

Proposition 4. Suppose that preferences and technology satisfy (1) and (2), and that there is no trade

in goods or pollution permits. Then there is only a single emission reduction path S(Z) which is
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efficient. Along this path, each country’s share of emission permits must equal its share of human

capital.

Proof. See footnote 11. &

5.2. Free trade in goods and marginal abatement cost equalization

With free trade in goods, the situation is radically different: there are infinitely many efficient
emission reduction paths. Even if lump sum transfers and emission permit trading are unavailable,
arbitrary rules for allocating rights across countries may well be efficient. This result is an
application of the Factor Price Equalization Theorem of international trade.25 In our context,
international trade in goods can lead to equalization of pollution permit prices across countries,
even if the permits themselves are not internationally tradable.

To understand this result, suppose we start at point B in Fig. 3 and introduce free trade in
goods. Since relative factor endowments were equal at B, opening up to trade will have no effect.26

Point B was efficient in autarky and is efficient in free trade as well. Now suppose we move to the
left of point B in Fig. 3 and allocate a slightly smaller share of the world’s emission rights to the
West. In autarky, this was not efficient because we moved down East’s marginal abatement cost
curve and up West’s. In trade this new allocation is efficient.

To demonstrate this result, assume for the moment that goods prices p are unaffected by this
reallocation of permits across regions. Then both before and after the reallocation of emission
rights, factor prices t and w in both West and East are fully determined by the zero profit
conditions.27 Consequently emission permit prices are unaffected by the reallocation of permits
across countries. Instead, the entire burden of the adjustment falls on the composition of output
in West and East and not in the price of emissions.28 West absorbs the extra permits by increasing
clean good production and reducing dirty good production, and thereby begins to export the
clean good. East does the reverse. But since both regions employ the same techniques of
production, West’s production expansion in Y (and contraction in X), must exactly mirror
changes in the East. Consequently, world supply of both goods is unaffected.

On the demand side, a reallocation of permits from West to East raises income in the West and
reduces it in the East. But because preferences are identical and homothetic,29 demand will be
unaffected by the reallocation of permits. Since neither world demand nor world supply is affected
by the reallocation of permits, equilibrium goods prices are unaffected, and hence by our
argument above, permit prices do not change.30
25See Samuelson [46], and Dixit and Norman [18, chapter 4].
26Autarky goods prices are equalized when h/z=h*/z*, and there is no incentive to trade at point B.
27See footnote 13.
28This is an application of the Rybczinski Theorem. See for example Dixit and Norman [18].
29The assumption of identical homothetic preferences simplifies the exposition here. But it is not necessary to ensure

that a continuum of allocations of permits will be efficient.
30The conditions required for this result to hold are the same as those required for factor price equalization in

international trade. If there are differences in technology across countries or immobility of factors across sectors, then

full factor price equalization may not obtain. The interpretation of our result should also be similar to the interpretation

of factor price equalization. Even if trade does not lead to full factor price equalization, it introduces another channel

for adjustment to changes in permit supplies, which can lead to convergence in permit prices.
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This means that marginal abatement cost curves in free trade (given by the dashed lines MACT

and MAC*T in Fig. 3) each have flat segments which overlap. Consequently movements to the left
or right of B do not disturb the equality of emission permit prices across countries and so
production efficiency is maintained. This argument will work for any reallocation of permits
between the two regions as long as each region continues to produce both goods. For very skewed
allocations of permits, at least one region will specialize in production and permit prices are no
longer tied down by goods prices. Once this occurs, then permit prices will differ across regions
and marginal abatement cost curves are no longer flat and diverge, as illustrated.31

We conclude that there is a continuum of efficient allocations between regions, that is:

Proposition 5. Suppose preferences and technology satisfy (1) and (2), X is always strictly more
pollution intensive than Y, and there is free international trade in goods but not in pollution permits.

Then there are infinitely many emission reduction paths S(Z) that are efficient.

Proof. See footnote 11. &

A simple example highlighting the difference between free trade and autarky arises if elasticities
of substitution are unity in both production and consumption. In autarky, uniform reductions in
emissions are never efficient unless regions are identical up to a scaling factor. In contrast, if there
is free trade in goods, uniform reductions in emissions are always efficient whenever we start from
an equilibrium with diversified production.

Proposition 6. Assume elasticities of substitution are unity in both production and consumption. If

there is free trade in goods but no international trade in emission permits then equiproportionate
reductions is always an efficient path starting from any allocation where both goods are produced in
each country.

Proof. See footnote 11. &

Propositions 4–6 and the analysis in Fig. 3 are important in several respects. First, they
demonstrate that even without trade in emission permits, a treaty implementing rigid emission
allocations across countries can obtain a globally efficient allocation of abatement.32

Second, reallocations of permits and lump sum transfers can be perfect substitutes along the
range SASC in Fig. 3.33 For example, suppose West is given a share of permits SB in Fig. 3, and
31In the language of the international trade literature, for allocations of permits that leave economies inside their cone

of diversification, countries are diversified in production and changes in permit allocations will not affect permit prices.

For highly skewed allocations, some countries will be outside their cones of diversification and will specialize in

production.
32Although we have adopted a simple model with constant returns to scale and homogeneous goods, the result can

also be obtained in a model where there is intra-industry trade, differentiated products and increasing returns to scale,

using the approach of Helpman and Krugman [27].
33This abstracts from adjustment costs. However, adjustment costs need not undermine the result. While an

individual country can avoid adjusting output in response to an emission reduction by simply buying permits, this just

transfers the burden of adjustment entirely to the permit-exporting country. That is, permit trade will alter the incidence

of adjustment costs across countries, but need not lead to lower aggregate global adjustment costs. In fact, one can

show that if goods trade would equalize permit prices in the absence of permit trade, then for a given binding global

reduction in pollution emissions, the aggregate global movement of labor between sectors is the same in a permit trade

regime as in a pure goods trade regime (with no permit trade).
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there are no lump sum transfers. This yields some utilities U in the West and U* in the East. This
same distribution of utilities can be implemented by giving West any share of permits in the range
(SBSC) to the right of point SB and requiring a lump sum transfer from West to East. Or West
could be given a smaller share of permits and in return for a transfer from the East. This gives
countries a great deal of flexibility in implementing emission reduction agreements. If the political
process focuses on choosing emission allocation rules that seem ‘‘fair’’, then they also have a good
chance of being efficient as well.

Third, our results indicate that the costs of cutbacks depend critically on the role that
international trade in goods can play in diffusing the costs of abatement across countries. As an
example, referring to Fig. 3, suppose West reduces emissions from SB to SA. If adjustment via
trade in goods is not taken into account, then conventional measures of abatement cost would
yield the area BDSASB under the autarkic marginal abatement cost curve. If instead international
trade in goods can play a major role in diffusing the costs of cutbacks across countries, West’s
abatement would cost the much smaller area BASASB under the perfectly elastic free trade
marginal abatement cost curve. We highlight this point below:

Corollary 5.1. Consider a small open economy facing fixed goods prices and with technology given

by (1). Then as long as the economy is diversified in production, the marginal abatement cost curve is
infinitely elastic.

Proof. Follows from the proof of Proposition 5. The marginal abatement cost is equal to the
permit price, which is determined independently of the level of emissions by the zero profit
conditions. &

That is, although the marginal abatement cost curve slopes down in autarky, it is flat in free
trade: the adjustment to changes in the level of allowable emissions takes place via output changes
and not via factor price changes. Although this result may seem surprising, it is consistent with
recent evidence on the adjustment of economies to changes in factor supplies. Empirical work
suggests that a surprising amount of adjustment to factor supply shocks in open economies occurs
through changes in the composition of output and not factor prices.34

Our results in this section can also be useful in interpreting the wide variance in the estimates
presented in the CGE literature.35 Missing from this literature is an appreciation for how large an
impact different assumptions on tradability can be to the ultimate results. For example, Manne
and Richels [37] use the GLOBAL-2100 model, which appears to have no trade in final goods
across regions. They find enormous differences across countries in the carbon tax implied by
cutbacks (because everyone moves up their old autarky demand curve) and equally enormous
losses in GDP. In contrast, Whalley and Wigle [48] adopt a trade model with two final and
homogenous (across countries) goods. They find almost no variance in carbon taxes across
34This is far from a settled empirical question, and much empirical work in this area is ongoing. However, some

evidence supports such an adjustment mechanism. Card [7] in his study of the Mariel Boatlift found that an

immigration-induced increase of 7% in the Miami labour market had virtually no effect on wages. Card and Dinardo

[8] conclude that the labour markets absorb immigrants primarily via output changes and not by wage changes.
35The editors of the special Kyoto issue of the Energy Journal warn ‘‘the reader is cautioned not to view the wide

range of model results here as an expression of hapless ignorance on the part of analysts, but a manifestation of the

uncertainties inherentyp. viii, special Kyoto Issue, Energy Journal 2000.
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countries because trade patterns adjust greatly. While much emphasis has been placed on
obtaining better elasticity estimates and disaggregating the energy sector of these models, little
attention has been paid to the importance of assumptions made on the relative number of
international versus domestic markets. This key factor determines the extent of linkage between
trading economies, and has a strong bearing on the results we ultimately find.

Our result on marginal abatement cost equalization has one further implication. Free trade in
goods undermines market power in the emission permit market.36 That is:
Proposition 7. Consider any allocation of permits between two large regions West and East that

generates emission permit trade when there is no goods trade allowed. Then, starting from a free
permit-trade equilibrium, both West and East can gain by manipulating the permit market via small

changes in their emission permit purchases or sales. If instead there is free trade in goods, and the
original allocation of permits between West and East lies anywhere in the interior of SASC in Fig. 3,
then, starting from a free permit-trade equilibrium, neither West nor East can gain via small changes

in their permit purchases or sales.
Proof. See footnote 11. &

The first part of Proposition 7 generalizes the influential result of Hahn [26] to a general
equilibrium setting. Hahn showed that a dominant firm could exploit its monopoly or monopsony
power in the permit market by reducing its permit trading below the competitive level and
preventing marginal abatement costs from being equated across firms. As a result, an efficient
allocation of abatement costs cannot be attained with an arbitrary initial allocation of permits. In
our simple general equilibrium model, a large region has an incentive to behave in exactly the
same way as Hahn’s dominant firm. Thus, without free goods trade, concerns about market
power in the permit market are justified.

Once we introduce free trade in goods, the ability of a large country to manipulate the
permit market is severely constrained. To understand the intuition for this result, recall that
if there is no goods trade and West reduces its imports of permits, then the supply of permits
rises in the East. This pushes down East’s price of dirty goods and puts downward pressure on
the permit price, benefiting the permit-importing West. In contrast, if West reduces its permit
imports when there is free trade in goods, then the ensuing increase in dirty good production in
East is simply exported to West, and no goods price decline occurs (neither goods supply or
demand is affected). Consequently, there is no downward pressure on the permit price. That is,
competition via free trade in the goods market prevents both goods and permit prices from
changing.37
36This is related to a result due to Grossman [24]. Grossman showed how factor mobility could undermine market

power in the goods market. Here we point out how trade in goods can undermine market power in the permit market.
37We have focused on marginal incentives to manipulate the permit market: these are present in autarky but absent

with free goods trade. However, non-marginal incentives to manipulate the permit market may persist with free goods

trade—this would require a large scale intervention in the permit market to force the world out of the range SASC in

Fig. 3. One can show that such interventions are qualitatively different than in both autarky and in Hahn’s analysis:

large expansions rather than small contractions of permit trade would be needed to exploit market power.
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6. Permit trade

We now consider situations where free trade in goods is not enough to equalize marginal
abatement costs across countries. Since many CGE models, and almost all closed economy
models predict unequal marginal abatement costs, permit trade has been suggested as a means to
ensure global efficiency while providing benefits to all. Many authors claim that standard gains-
from-trade results should apply to permit trade within open economy settings. For example,
Jeffrey Frankel of the Brookings Institution writes:

The economic theory behind the gains from trading emission rights is analogous to the
economic theory behind the gains from trading commodities. By doing what they each do most
cheaply, both developing and industrialized countries win. (Frankel [21, p. 4]).

As we discuss below, however, while permit trade does indeed benefit all countries in autarky, it
can be welfare-reducing to some countries if they are already trading goods.38 This is because
trade in pollution permits can change world goods prices. This must necessarily worsen at least
one country’s terms of trade, and can change the level of pollution generated by unconstrained
countries. Hence the positive and normative consequences of permit trade are radically different
in an open economy than in a closed economy.

To examine permit trade we combine elements of our analysis from both Sections 4 and 5. We
now reintroduce our unconstrained Southern region, and keep our two constrained regions: West
and East. For simplicity, we assume countries within each region are identical.39 As before, we
assume a treaty limits emission levels in both West and East, but we now allow for West–East
permit trade as well. The South’s level of emissions is chosen as in Section 4. To generate a basis
for permit trade we assume that the allocation of permits is to the left of point SA in Fig. 3 with
West specialized in producing the clean good Y, while East remains diversified.40 Letting t be the
permit price in the West and t be the permit price in the East, we have t4t and West will import
permits from East.

Aggregating across Western countries, we write Western national income as GDP less the value
of permit imports, or:

I ¼ Gðp; h; z þ zI Þ � tI zI ; ð20Þ

where zI denotes net imports of pollution permits, and tI as the price at which permits are traded
internationally. To facilitate the exposition, we consider a small movement towards full free trade
in permits. Differentiating (4) and using (20) we obtain the welfare effect on a representative
38This section applies and extends results on the welfare effects of capital mobility due to Brecher and Choudri [6] and

Grossman [24]. In their models, introducing capital mobility into a world with pre-existing goods trade may reduce

welfare of one country. In our context, pollution permits play a role similar to capital in their models. However, there

are some differences since, unlike capital, pollution is a global public bad, which is endogenously supplied by countries

outside the treaty.
39Although this is not required for our results, it simplifies matters by tying regional measures of welfare to country-

specific measures.
40This will occur if West’s h/z ratio is sufficiently large. Although the pattern of production and trade affects who

gains or loses from permit trade, this is immaterial to our focus which is to identify the sources of welfare changes and

discuss their possible magnitude. Interested readers can refer to our NBER discussion paper No. 7657 for other cases.
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Western consumer:

du

dzI

����
zI¼0

¼
uR

FðpÞ
ðt� tI Þ � m

dp

dzI
� MD

dZ

dzI

� �
: ð21Þ

The welfare impact of permit trade depends on the sign and relative magnitude of three effects.
The first bracketed term in (21), t2tI ; represents the direct gains from permit trade for given
goods prices. Since we are considering only small trades, the price at which permits are traded will
be determined by bargaining between each country buyer and each country seller (which we do
not model here). Individual rationality puts bounds on the price: tptIpt: Therefore, the direct
gains from permit trade are always non-negative.

The second term in (21) is the terms of trade effect created when permit trade alters production
in both West and East. Note that whenever permit prices differ across countries, a reallocation of
permits must alter world production patterns. Consequently, a necessary consequence of permit
trade is a change in the world production of goods. The sign and magnitude of this terms of trade
effect is, however, at issue as we discuss below.41

The final term in (21) represents the change in world pollution created by emission permit trade.
Recalling our analysis in Section 4, a change in world prices created by permit trade will alter
emission levels in unconstrained Southern countries by altering their real income frontier.
Therefore, emission permit trade between the West and East will have effects on emissions in the
South via this world pollution effect. This is different than the standard ‘leakage’ argument. Here
‘‘leakage’’ occurs when permit trade between the East and West alters world prices but the
aggregate North is holding its emissions constant.

6.1. Permit trade in autarky

First, suppose there is no goods trade. Then imports are zero (m=0), and there is no effect on
global pollution (dZ=dzI ¼ 0). This follows from our analysis in Fig. 1: in autarky, optimal
domestic emissions depend on aggregate global emissions, not the distribution of emissions across
countries. While autarky prices in West and East will change as permit trade alters local
production patterns, these changes are irrelevant to the choice of emissions by the unconstrained
South. Therefore only the direct gains from trade remain in (21) and we have:

Proposition 8. Suppose all countries are initially in autarky (with no trade in any goods or factors),

and there are no distortions (except possibly that the aggregate level of allowable emissions may be
too high or low). Then trade in emission permits between countries constrained by emission limits

cannot harm any country.

Proof. See footnote 11. &
41A permit trade between one Western country and one Eastern country will have almost no effect on world prices.

We are modeling here the simultaneous trade between many Western and many Eastern countries, and this will have

world price effects. Some/many estimates from the CGE literature predict extremely large permit trade under the Kyoto

protocol together with large world price effects. Although results differ across models, a not uncommon finding is that

emission permits will constitute Russia’s largest export, and the value of U.S. permit imports will exceed the cost of

imports from Japan and several other OECD countries combined. See the contributions in the Energy Journal’s 2000

Special Kyoto Issue.
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That is, the standard claims about the benefits of permit trade are true in our model if there is
no international trade in goods.

6.2. Permit trade with free goods trade: terms of trade effects

Let us now consider how free trade in goods affects permit trade. It is illuminating to start with
the case where there is free goods trade between East and West, but no trade with the South. In
this case, permit trade does not affect global pollution, and (21) reduces to:

du

dzI

����
zI¼0

¼
uR

FðpÞ
ðt� tI Þ � m

dp

dzI

� �
: ð22Þ

The direct gains from permit trade must now be weighed against a terms of trade effect in the
goods market. If West is specialized in clean good production, then a permit flow from East to
West must increase Northern Y output and reduce Northern X output. Hence p rises and West’s
terms of trade deteriorate (since it imports X). If West buys permits at their domestic opportunity
cost (t ¼ tI ), then all of the direct gains from permit trade go to the East, and it is clear from (22)
that the West will lose from this trade since it is left with only a terms of trade deterioration.42

More surprising, though, is that West can receive all of the direct benefits from permit trade and
still lose. Nothing perverse is required for this to happen; it can happen in a simple Cobb–Douglas
economy.

Proposition 9. The West can lose from permit trade even if it receives all of the direct gains from
permit trade by buying permits at the current Eastern market price: tI ¼ t:

Proof. See footnote 11. &

Proposition 9 raises several issues. First, why would West agree to a permit trade that
ultimately ends up being harmful? The key is that ‘‘West’’ doesn’t agree to these trades, but rather
small Western firms do. Individual firms rationally do not take into account the effect of their
purchases of permits on the terms of trade since they are price takers. It is true that the
governments of all Western countries may anticipate the terms of trade deterioration and perhaps
join with other Western countries to block such trades.43 But this is our point: free trade in
emission permits need not benefit all countries.

A second issue raised by the proposition concerns the magnitude of terms of trade effects.
Aren’t the terms of trade effects likely to be small in relation to the direct gains? The answer given
in Proposition 9 is clearly no, but there is a more general reason why as well. Recall that it is the
difference in the (value) marginal product of emissions across countries creating the incentive for
permit trade. But moving permits across countries alters world output to the extent that marginal
products of emissions differ. Therefore the cause of permit trade is intimately tied to the
magnitude of its consequence on world product markets. While it is possible by judicious choice
42This type of result is well-known in the literature on factor mobility. Small capital inflows or outflows can be

welfare-reducing because of possible terms of trade deterioration. See for example, Brecher and Choudri [6].
43This possibility may indeed be highly relevant as negotiations continue over the role of emission permit trading in

the Kyoto protocol with at least one major group of countries in the West (the European Union) proposing quantitative

restrictions on international emission trading.
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of elasticities to make one effect or the other dominant, there is little reason to believe terms of
trade effects will be small a priori.44

6.3. Permit-trade-induced carbon leakage

Now suppose there is global free trade in goods; that is, the unconstrained country, South, is
involved in goods trade with East and West as well. For concreteness, suppose that in such a
trading equilibrium, South is specialized in producing the dirty good X and that it exports to both
East and West.45 We maintain our assumption that West specializes in the clean good, and that
East is diversified in production. When necessary we will superscript variables with W, E, or S
respectively. Because our interest is in isolating the impact of adding a third and unconstrained
country we eliminate all West–East distributional issues by adopting the fiction of a representative
Northern consumer straddling the two regions. If this representative consumer is made worse off
by permit trade, then for some West–East division of the direct permit trade gains, both regions
will lose as well. In obvious notation, income for our Northern consumer becomes:

I ¼ GW ðp; hW ; zW þ zI Þ þ GEðp; hE ; zE � zI Þ:

A permit sale from East to West reduces X production in East and increases Y production in
West. Both effects raise the price of X. The effect on our representative Northern consumer is

du

dzI

����
zI¼0

¼
uR

FðpÞ
ðtW � tEÞ � m

dp

dzI
� MD

dZ

dzS

dzS

dp

dp

dzI

� �
: ð23Þ

The first term represents the direct gains from permit trade. The second is the terms of trade
effect. Since p rises and m40, the terms of trade effect works against the direct gains from permit
trade. In fact, as we confirm in Proposition 10 below, both West and East may now lose from
permit trade via this effect alone; that is, both permit buyers and sellers may lose even if emissions
in the unconstrained region do not change. By trading permits, the two regions increase their
production efficiency and this increases the joint supply of their export good, which in turn
worsens their terms of trade.

The final term in (23) captures what we call permit-trade-induced carbon leakage. To examine
this last term, note that the unconstrained Southern response can be found by combining the
substitution and income effects we derived in Section 3. That is, combine (13) and (14), and
simplify to take account of South being specialized in X. This yields:

dzS

dp
¼

tð12yS
xcÞð1 � �S

MD;RÞ

pFD
; ð24Þ

where D40: Whether world pollution rises with permit trade now depends on the relative strength
of income and carbon leakage effects in the South. Since the world price has risen with permit
44Some CGE models predict large distributional consequences of permit trade. For example, in McKibben et al. [41],

Japan loses approximately $16 billion (in terms of real income) when free trade in permits is introduced. The proximate

cause is that the price of oil rises with permit trade, and Japan is a large oil importer.
45This will be the case if South’s h/z ratio is sufficiently low, West’s is sufficiently high, and East’s is somewhere in

between (but not too low). As we noted before, other trade patterns are possible and the possibility of immiserizing

trades can arise in these other scenarios as well.
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trade, emissions should rise via carbon leakage. This is captured by the first positive bracketed
term. But since our unconstrained country is an exporter of dirty goods, their income rises as well
and this creates our income effect term. Summarizing:

Proposition 10. In a three-region world with East and West constrained by an emission treaty, and

South unconstrained, then East–West permit trade can lower both Western and Eastern welfare. As
well, if South is specialized in dirty good production, then if �S

MD;R41; West–East permit trade

lowers world pollution; and if �S
MD;Ro1; then West–East permit trade raises world pollution.

Proof. See footnote 11. &

Terms-of-trade effects introduce an important channel through which countries are affected by
permit trade. As Proposition 10 indicates, both the buyer and seller can lose, and moreover,
permit trades between Northern countries can induce pollution increases in the South.
7. A trade theory view of the Kyoto protocol

We are now in a position to combine our results from Sections 4–6 and discuss their
implications for the analysis of the Kyoto Protocol. Assume that Annex I countries (those
agreeing to cut emissions) are composed of our East and West regions, both of which export clean
goods by virtue of their relative abundance of human capital. Let our unconstrained country
‘‘South’’ represent the rest of the world and assume that these countries are relatively scarce in
human capital and therefore export pollution-intensive goods.

Starting with the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium in emission levels, consider the impact of a
credible and permanent reduction by the Annex I countries. This would most closely fit the
‘‘Kyoto forever’’ experiment adopted in the CGE literature. This will lead to an increase in the
price of pollution-intensive goods, and our analysis suggests that since our unconstrained region is
a dirty good exporter, its emissions will tend to rise via free rider effects and substitution effects in
production, but will tend to fall via substitution and income effects in the demand for
environmental quality (Proposition 2). Overall, the increase in emissions in the unconstrained
region may be small or even non-existent (Proposition 3). This is in contrast to the standard
analysis which predicts large increases in emissions from unconstrained countries.

In the constrained countries, the differential commitments imposed by the treaty will induce
changes in trade flows. If the Eastern and Western countries comprising Annex I are not too
different, this adjustment via trade flows will equalize marginal abatement costs (Propositions 5
and 6). The likelihood of this result is heightened if the incidence of cutbacks rises with a country’s
human capital level (that is, if the West’s cuts are relatively greater than the East’s).46 Although
countries will have very different emission allocations due to country size, and although trade in
emission permits may take place either during the transition period or beyond, even countries with
large emission allocations will have limited market power in the permit market (Proposition 7).
Free trade in goods will limit market power in the permit market because goods and factor service
trade are substitutes.
46Since this moves h/z ratios closer together. See the plot of cutbacks/income levels in Frankel [21].
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If adjustment via goods trade alone is not sufficient to equalize marginal abatement costs, then
there are incentives for permit trade between Annex I countries. If world demand for clean goods
is sufficiently strong, then the West in Annex I will be specialized in Y and these countries will
import permits from the East. Permit trade will then raise the relative price of dirty goods. This
will generate terms of trade effects in the goods market which will dampen the benefits of permit
trade and which may reduce welfare in those Annex I countries heavily dependent on imports of
dirty goods. As well, the increase in the dirty goods price resulting from Annex I permit trades will
raise Southern emission levels if substitution effects in production are stronger than income and
substitution effects in the demand for environmental quality (Propositions 9 and 10).

Overall, the unilateral cutback alters the location of world production of dirty goods, raises
their relative price, and may create complementary policy changes in the unconstrained countries
especially over the long time horizons though relevant to the global warming debate.
Compensating changes in trade flows dampen the adjustments and costs incurred in any one
country as the world as a whole adjusts to its less carbon-intensive future.

A trade-theory approach therefore offers several unconventional answers to standard questions
in international environmental economics. And although have couched our analysis in terms of
issues raised by the Kyoto protocol, our results have implications for other international and
inter-regional environment agreements as well.

Why do our results differ so starkly from previous work? The answer depends of course on the
point of departure. Our results showing that emissions may fall in unconstrained countries in
response to an Annex I cutback stems from a consideration of policy linkages in a world with
endogenous world prices. Previous research assumed either no world price effects (autarky
analysis) or no policy linkages (much of the CGE literature). Combining the two features leads to
new results not present in either literature. And while our results indicate it is possible for
emissions in the unconstrained world to fall, a dampening of leakage is perhaps more likely.

Skeptics will note that the strength of this dampening depends on the magnitude of the income
and substitution effects in the demand for environmental quality. But there is evidence that
suggests these effects may be important. Carbon leakage reflects, in essence, a pollution haven
effect, but the evidence for pollution havens is actually quite weak, with the evidence linking
environmental protection to real income levels far stronger. For example, Antweiler et al. [2] find
strong evidence of income effects on environmental quality in a study of international trade and
SO2 pollution, and very little evidence for pollution havens. Similarly, Dasgupta et al. [16] find a
strong relationship between income gains and environmental protection starting at even the
lowest level of development. And Levinson [34], in a review of the literature, finds little evidence of
dirty industry migration. At a more general level, the results of Grossman and Krueger [25] cast
doubt on the assumption of unchanged environmental protection as growth proceeds.

Our results demonstrating the role trade may play in equalizing marginal abatement costs and
maintaining production efficiency follow from our assumption that goods trade and factor service
flows are substitutes, and from an assumption that there exists enough integration in the world
economy to link factor prices across the Annex I countries. It is important to note that while we
have adopted a homogenous good model, goods trade and factor service trade are substitutes in a
much larger class of models than ours. For example, the analysis of Section 5 would carry through
if either or both industries were monopolistically competitive and countries produced distinct and
differentiated products. In contrast, the Armington assumption almost universally adopted in the
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CGE literature rules out by assumption the extent of factor and goods trade substitutability that
we have exploited. Differentiated goods are not the issue, the Armington assumption is.47 Unless
we believe that there is something inherently different about the production technology for
manufacturing goods produced in one developed country versus another, goods trade and factor
service flows may well be as substitutable as we assume. And while adding additional domestic
factors and/or intermediate production processes or goods to our model can remove the sharpness
of our results, the subsequent adding of international markets for goods or factors can just as
easily return them. Therefore, the role trade can play in the adjustment to carbon cutbacks is an
empirical matter.

Finally our results on permit trade differ considerably from autarky analysis of permit trade
because of the absence of terms of trade effects in autarky. And while our results showing world
price effects of permit trade are present in the CGE literature, their normative effects and the
possibility of affecting policy elsewhere appear to be currently absent.

One major benefit of general equilibrium analysis is the discipline it imposes on researchers.48

And hence it is important to note not only what our view from trade implies, but also what it rules
out. For example, the belief that carbon leakage will be significant relies on an absence of strong
income effects in unconstrained dirty good exporters—if they are specialized it requires �S

MD;Ro1
(Corollary 3.1). A belief that marginal abatement costs will differ considerably in the absence of
permit trade implies that terms of trade effects will arise from East to West permit trade. But
taken together this implies permit-trade induced carbon leakage from the unconstrained South
(since �S

MD;Ro1 was assumed above) and possible losses from permit trade for all trading countries
(Proposition 10). The only set of assumptions consistent with our analysis and the view that
Kyoto will create large changes in emissions by unconstrained countries, very different marginal
abatement costs from differential cutbacks, and Pareto-improving permit trade - is one with no
international trade at all!
8. Conclusion

This paper has shown how the presence of international trade can radically alter several
standard results in environmental economics. We have highlighted the difference between autarky
and open economy analysis using the current discussion of the Kyoto Protocol as a useful
springboard. Our results, however, apply with equal force to the analysis of any international
environmental agreement where the changes in environmental policy are large, the environmental
problem is international in scope, and the actors involved are nation states.

Throughout our analysis we have adopted a model that is purposely stark and devoid of many
complications—including all of the energy market impacts that are often the centerpieces of
47It is interesting to note that the one CGE study we have found without the Armington assumption, Whalley and

Wigle [48] gives results very similar to ours. The Armington assumption places another constraint on set of factor

endowments consistent with factor price equalization. In effect, it requires that in order to replicate the integrated

economy each country needs to have available factors sufficient to produce its own Armington goods in a free trading

world with no factor mobility. This restriction is very much like that added by the introduction of non-traded goods.
48This is a lesson most recently learned in the Double-Dividend literature. See for example, Fullerton and Metcalf [22]

and Goulder [23].
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research in this area. We have done so to bring into sharp relief the largely unappreciated and
often quite surprising role that international markets can play in the process of adjustment to a
less carbon-intensive world. Although the results we obtain are in many cases radically different
from standard results, our methods are not. In fact, the results follow from the serious application
of just three core lessons drawn from international economics: changes in world prices—or terms
of trade effects—matter to production, consumption and real income levels; trade in
internationally mobile goods is implicit trade in internationally immobile factor services; and
access to international markets creates policy linkages across countries.

Whether our specific results hold up to empirical scrutiny is, at present, unknown. Any one
paper—let alone a theory paper—cannot resolve the debate over global warming or resolve
the debate over the cost of a potential cure. But we can add to the toolkit of environmental
economics some of the lessons learned from international economics. International markets can
play a major role in determining the response in unconstrained countries to emission reductions,
the benefits of emission permit trade, and the efficiency of various emission reduction trajectories.
A serious consideration of international economics may therefore be a necessary condition for
future empirical and theoretical work examining the costs of international environmental
agreements.
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